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Death is coming for you. The king of Obbia, the Destroyer, will arrive on the lands between soon. The land
will sink under water, cities will crumble into dust, and a new wave of darkness will consume the Lands
Between. *Death the Destroyer* If you want to stop the evil to arise, and prevent the destruction of the

Lands Between, go explore the Lands Between with Death the Destroyer. A brand new fantasy action RPG is
about to be released. Join the struggle, rise, and tear the Lands Between apart. ●◆● Characters and

Equipment ✈... ✈● You, the character. *Character Creation* - You can freely change the appearance of your
character, including the appearance of its face and its voice. - Choose the gender, appearance, and voice of

your character. Player 1. *Weapon and Magic* - You can freely equip weapons and magic from various
categories. You can use the same item several times. - If you hit an enemy with a weapon, it will also be
used against them for an appropriate amount of damage. - With the right combination of weapons and

magic, you can build your character's ability. Player 2. *Adventure Experience* - An adventure is a large and
complex world full of excitement. - You can freely accept and reject requests to go on adventures in various

forms. - With this gameplay, you will be immersed in an adventure that has depth. - It is challenging, but
also fun. ◆◆● Equipment and Skills ✈... ✈●

Features Key:
All-round Synchronous Multiplayer (Rise to Lvl30 or above) Connect online with others and join Rising

Party Missions to complete quests. When you do, you get experience and an item, and the game reflects
this to keep encouraging participation. What's more, when your level reaches 80 at the moment the other

character joins, their experience and item will be added to your maximum, so you can fight and play
together, allowing you to have a fabulous adventure together with a friend!

Thousands of Items to Discover! Our large-scale world is composed of deserted dungeons, and there are
many items to discover and use. Explore these items to enhance your characters in every area, beyond just

your single class.
Beginner's Friendly Fantasy This is the game for players who want to experience the thrill of fighting

monsters and complete quests with the thrill of fantasy restored. It's an RPG that gives a remarkable sense
of fantasy... even for those who want to take a break from the face-off between humanity and chaos!
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